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           TRUCK N’ BUDDY™ 

  

                                                                                                       (Patent Pending)  

Failure to read and follow the warnings below could result in serious 
injury or death.

1.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time if you have consumed alcohol or drugs (prescription or 
otherwise) that may affect your balance.

2.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time if you have any medical condition that affects your balance.

3.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time if you are physically unable to negotiate the step up to enter 
the vehicle or down to exit it.

4.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time when the engine of the vehicle to which it is attached is 
running.

5.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time when the emergency brake of the vehicle to which it is 
attached is not securely engaged.

6.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time when the vehicle to which it is attached is moving.

7.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ at any time when the tailgate of the vehicle to which it is attached has 
been damaged.

8.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ when the metal structure, anchoring screws, bolts or platform support 
cables show signs of wear or damage. Note: Replace parts or components of the Truck N’ Buddy™ only with 
original replacement parts from the manufacturer---call Customer Service at 866-649-1918, Ext 110.

9.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ during inclement weather that includes rain, high winds and lightning.

10.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ when there is the presence of snow, frost or freezing rain.

11.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ when the vehicle to which it is attached is parked on unlevel surfaces.

12.  Do Not exceed the manufacturer’s stated weight limit when using the Truck N’ Buddy.

13.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ in an erratic or careless manner—make steps slow and deliberate.

14.  Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ without holding on to the hand rail when entering or exiting the 
vehicle.

15.  Do Not leave the Truck N’ Buddy™ in the unfolded position while the vehicle to which it is attached is 
moving.

16.  Do Not allow children to play on the Truck N’ Buddy™.



17.  Do Not attach anything to the Truck N’ Buddy™ such as ropes, chains, straps, etc.

18.  Do Not bounce or jump on the Truck N’ Buddy™ platform.

19.  Do Not allow more than one person on the Truck N’ Buddy™ platform at any time.

20.   Do Not alter the Truck N’ Buddy™ in any way.

21. Do Not use the Truck N’ Buddy™ when it is not secured by at least 8 anchor screws.

If you have any questions, concerns, or comments regarding the 
installation, use, or a testimonial about the Truck N’ Buddy™, please 

call Great Day, Inc. at 866-649-1918, Ext. 114, or email us at 
info@greatdayinc.com.


